Crew Meets Six Colleges On Charles Tomorrow at 4 in 150 Henley Regatta

Varsity on Carnegie Saturday with 8 Top Eastern Teams

This Saturday will see the Charles once again bearing with shining shells laden with the best lightweight crews in the East. While the American Henley lightweight regatta gets under way at 4:30 p.m. since there is room for seven lengths over the regular course, a special course one and five-sixths miles in length has been scheduled starting at Longfellow bridge and ending up across from the Harvard Kennel Club.

The freshman lightweight race beginning at 4:30 p.m. will be海关ed over between Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Yale and Tech. The Zajick Varsity lightweight crews will get the gun at 5:00 p.m. with Harvard's second and third, Columbia's, Princeton's and Yale's crews straking at the oars. Tech will not enter in this race. The oliming men which will start at 5:30 p.m. will pull the lightweight varsity crews of Columbia, Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Yale, Tech and Pennsylvania crews.

Briggs Field House Has Wide Variety Of Sport Facilities

The Briggs Field House, Technology's center of athletic activity located across Massachusetts Avenue from Building 6, is one of the most beautiful buildings on the campus. Constructed in 1939 with funds contributed by students and alumni, the building is part of the athletic center which was proposed long ago for the Briggs Field site.

The Field House is an architectural dream and an athlete's paradise, combining ultra-modern design with complete and efficient facilities for both a dorm sport. It was designed by Frederick Law Olmsted and Richard M. Hewes, both of the Institute's School of Architecture. The exterior walls are of light gray brick and the interior walls of gray faced tile. Cement molded ceiling and a reinforced concrete floor and roof are other features of its construction.

The main locker room, 22 by 148 feet, has over 100 individual lockers, each connected to an exhaust ventilating system to remove odors and keep equipment dry. In addition the building has a large white tile shower room, a rubbing room, two offices for coaches, a dressing room for officials, and a roof porch for sun-bathing.

The building and adjacent playing field were named for Major Frank Harrison Briggs, '81, who was in the words of the commencement.

(Continued on Page 8)

Briggs Field House

Tennis Men Win At W.P.I.—Tufts

Kaufmann And Warren Star In Third Victory

Tennis: The advantage against the formidable weather, Tennis's tennis squad was able to play off three matches last weekend, winning two and losing one. On Friday the varsity conquered Worcester Polytechnic Institute at the latter's home court with a one-sided 7 to 0 score.

The armies, sparked once more by the Kaufmann-Warren combination, dropped off with all the doubles and four of the singles matches, Don Kornreich and Bernie Raskin accounted for the remaining two singles victories.

Saturday was disastrous for both the varsity and the freshmen. The fresh. In their first venture of the season, met defeat on their home court against Brown, the score being 4 to 3. The varsity, also playing Brown, played at Providence but were jacked a similar 5 to 2 loss.

Off again on Tuesday, the varsity won over Medford to bring back 3 to 4 to victory over Tufts. Three singles and two doubles wins were enough for the one-point margins of victory. Warren Wasser, Chuck Miller, and Don Kornreich, playing in the last three positions, all turned in singles wins. The two of Wasser and Wasser and Kornreich and Warne were responsible for the doubles victories.

Yesterday afternoon Harvard, which is ranked second only to Yale in the varsity matches, with the band on our court, and tomorrow the team plays Boston College.

Win a 10 Spot

For a Crazy Shot

YOU GET EXTRA LIVELINESS from the new center in the Spalding and Wright & Ditson tennis balls. Tests prove they have rubberized skins — at the top of ULTRA rubberized standards. Let 'em liven up your game!

Wright & Ditson takes honors as the only tennis ball made in the United States for 60 years... and in every sense of the word. Every one of 30,000 that the U. S. Official ball of most hignt tournaments is either Wright & Ditson — both made by Spalding. Play your best with one of the Twins and Packard, Packard, Packard. Both Made by Spalding

Terry's FINE CUSTOM MADE CLOTHES For Men and Women

Albion & Republican

414 MASS. AVE.

AMHERST 19, MASS.

Knickerbocker 902

ANTHONY VALLONE, Prop.

HERE'S WHAT YOU DO—Send as a crazy shot featuring Pepsi- Cola to the nearest Pepsi-Cola sales office each week. If your shot is one of the best, you win $10, a very rare find, worth its weight in gold. If it's not, you get a super-touch rejection slip for your files.

To enter, just write, 'Pepsi-Co-Cola' with your "shot," you get twenty-fours instead of ten, if you think your "shot" is one of the best.

Address: College Page, Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N.Y.

Pepsi-Cola Bottlers from west coast.

B. K. Track meet Sunday

The main portion of the Beaver-Kay track will be held this Sunday, May 14, at Briggs Field at 10:30 a.m. Tots in the relay events will be held this Wednesday and Thursday afternoons. Through all Tech living groups were con-

The favorites are Sigma Alpha Kappa, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Theta Chi. But several dark horse teams are entered, the outcome is not certain.